I believe that I am eligible for and request the following update to my University Curriculum requirements. Please circle and complete the applicable request listed below:

1. **RETROACTIVE CREDIT**: I have completed or am currently enrolled in the SMU course ____________________________ (Course Designation) which was approved to satisfy one or more UC component(s) after I signed up for the course, and I would like this course to fulfill the now-approved UC component(s) that I have selected below.

2. **DPR ADJUSTMENT-SMU COURSE**: I completed the SMU course ____________________________ that was approved (Course Designation) for specific UC components at the time of my enrollment as reflected on the website http://smu.edu/gened/ucproposals.asp, but it is not populating correctly on my DPR. I would like this course to fulfill the approved UC component(s) that I have selected below.

**University Curriculum Components:**

PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY:

**UC 2012/2016 FOUNDATIONS:**
- ( ) Discernment & Discourse
- ( ) Quantitative Foundation
- ( ) Ways of Knowing
- ( ) Second Language (UC2016)

**UC 2012/2016 PROFICIENCIES & EXPERIENCES:**
- ( ) CE – Community Engagement
- ( ) GE – Global Engagement
- ( ) HD – Human Diversity
- ( ) IL – Information Literacy
- ( ) OC – Oral Communication
- ( ) QR – Quantitative Reasoning
- ( ) W – Writing
- ( ) SL – Second Language (UC2012)

**UC2016 BREADTH REQUIREMENTS:**
- ( ) CA – Creativity & Aesthetics
- ( ) PRIE – Philosophical/Religious/Ethical Inquiry
- ( ) LL – Language & Literature
- ( ) HC – Historical Contexts
- ( ) IIC – Individuals, Institutions, and Cultures
- ( ) TM – Technology & Mathematics
- ( ) SE – Science & Engineering

**UC2016 DEPTH REQUIREMENTS:**
- ( ) HFA – Humanities & Fine Arts
- ( ) HSBS – History, Social & Behavioral Sciences
- ( ) NAS – Natural & Applied Science

**UC2012 PILLARS (level one):**
- ( ) CA – Creativity & Aesthetics
- ( ) HC – Historical Contexts
- ( ) IIC – Individuals, Institutions, and Cultures
- ( ) PAS – Pure and Applied Sciences
- ( ) PRIE – Philosophical/Religious/Ethical Inquiry

**UC2012 PILLARS (level two):**
- ( ) CA – Creativity & Aesthetics
- ( ) HC – Historical Contexts
- ( ) IIC – Individuals, Institutions, and Culture
- ( ) PAS – Pure and Applied Sciences
- ( ) PRIE – Philosophical/Religious/Ethical Inquiry

Name______________________________________________ SMU ID Number________________________________
Telephone________________________ E-mail___________________________ Major___________________________

Student Signature         Date

(Please note: Retroactive credit is not possible in every case. We will contact you by phone or email if more information is needed. Please note UC2012 and UC 2016 approvals differ.)